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Covered Approaches to Tate’s Cairn Tunnel at Richiand Gardens Resi ential Complex
Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete Construction with Transparent Acrylic Panels. 5.5m-high by 166m long.

Over the years, we have constructed a number of highway traffic noise barriers in Hong
Kong, and will continue to do so for the road and rail projects associated with the new airport at Chek Lap Kok. This article illustrates some of our completed works which were
required as a result of detailed noise assessments.
You will notice that we have used quite a lot of transparent wall panels to minimize the
otherwise “walled-in” feeling about which some of your correspondents have written.
Care must, however, be exercised in selecting the appropriate grade of panel material to
minimize the loss of transparency due to UV attack.
Because of the compactness of Hong Kong (about 6 million population with 350,000
registered vehicles and approximately 1,500 Km of roads), we often find the most effective
solution for highway noise abatement to be the complete covering up of roads or building
over them.
(See Hong Kong, page 10)

Specifying Water-Based Acrylic Stains
For Concrete Sound Wails
By Luis Calvo and Steve Geiger of Fosroc, Inc.
For many years, highway and Department
of Transportation officials have been building concrete sound barriers along the
nation’s numerous highway systems. These
cast concrete panels have provided noise
protection to nearby residents from the
ever-increasing vehicular traffic in the U.S.
To enhance and protect these important
structures, polymeric stains have been
used in the past. Recent VOC (Volatile
Organic Content) regulations now in effect
have limited the types of products which
can protect concrete. Past knowledge
acquired on this topic, coupled with new
technologies now available, are allowing
water-based acrylic stains to be front runners in protecting and enhancing the beauty
of concrete sound walls.

The construction industry in North
America is becoming increasingly more
technically aware of its requirements. As a
result, many DOT and highway authorities
are becoming more specification conscious when requiring a concrete stain for
their concrete sound walls.
The New Jersey Department of
Transportation, for example, is a clear
leader in implementing specific new
requirements for the use of water-based
acrylic stains for their sound walls.
Defining a specification assures the authority that its resources are going to be invested in a product which can perform to meet
the requirements. Leaving a specification
undefined or ambiguous opens the door for
(See Concrete Stain, page 9)

A5 I write this on Friday, March
12, I am about to deliver the disks
and artwork for this issue to the
printer. Hopefully, they will jump
right on it and deliver The Journal to
the mailing service in a timely fashion. After that, it is up to the famous U.S.
Mule to get it into your hands.
I have no way of knowing how long it
takes the Postal Service to deliver your
copy. I do know of readers who have
received their copy within three days of its
being mailed, and I know of others who
did not receive theirs for more than two
weeks. And, the entire Canadian mailing
of Issue No. 2 was lost somewhere
between here and Canada. We had to remail it along with Issue No. 3.
I guess those are the breaks when you
mail 2,000 copies by bulk rate third-class
mail. However, bulk rate is less than half
the cost of first class, which we certainly
could not afford. So please bear with us.
For those reasons, I have decided to postpone for one month my moratorium on the
deletion from our mailing list of unsubscribed or unregistered readers. Since I
have received only a few new subscribers
in the past two weeks, I have to believe
that very few readers have received Issue
No. 5, and therefore have not read my
monologue in that issue.

Our Youngest Reader?

Consequently, I will not begin to
delete names of unregistered people and replace them with new
names until April 12. That should
allow sufficient time for the still
undecided to renew us or lose us. I
hate to do that, but it’s a simple fact of economics.
Hello, Canadians!
We’ve got good news for you. We have
established a “Canadian Connection” in an
effort to improve our service to you and
expand our readership in Canada and seek
new authors. Our first step is a ‘mail drop’,
where you can communicate with us without the current mail delays.
More important, we are beginning bulk
shipment of The Wall Journal to Canada,
where copies will be labeled and mailed
first class to you from a Postal Outlet in
Etobicoke. And, you may pay for your subscriptions in Canadian dollars (see page 12
for more details).
You will be hearing more about the new
“Canadian Connection” as we develop
more services and improvements.
Hello, Australians!
Yes, we have a friend in Australia with
whom we are discussing an “Australian
Connection”. More about that soon.
Hello, Europe!
And anywhere else in the world troubled
with transportation-related noise pollution.
We’re looking for a few good people.

AUTHORS WANTED!
You may have noticed that the only
thing I am permitted to write in my own
publication is the Editor’s Corner. Being a

Five-months young, Kathryn Elizabeth
Bowlby is without a doubt our youngest
reader. Proud first-time parent Dr. William
Bowlby and wife Patricia sent us this
photo of Katy beginning her acoustical
education by reading (really ?) her daddy’s
advertisement on the back cover of The
Journal.
Congratulations, Pat and Bill. Katy’s a girl
to be proud of.
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natural-born writer from Missouri (home of
Mark Twain), I suffer great frustration.
Please help me.
I need more_authors. Surely you have
something of your own doing which you
would like to share with others. This is the
only forum I know of where you can reach
an audience of your peers which will really
read you with interest. Don’t delay. Send

something flOW!

•
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nay
been aule to get a picture
from Win, but we can
show you where he lives.

In a report released
January 1, 1993, the
Florida Department of
Transportation identifies the environmental research activities
of
the
agency.
Entitled “Environmental Research Implementation Notebook’ , the 1 00page report serves as

an annotated bibliography of environmental research activities conducted by and for
the FDOT.
Covering areas such as noise, air, ecology, and cultural resources, the report illustrates the scope of the research project, the
results, and any reports generated by the
research. For a copy of this report, write
me at FDOT, 605 Suwanee St., MS. 37,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450 or call me at
904 488-2914.

The Price is Up!
Along with everything else, the price of
sound barrier walls in Florida has risen
over the past year. Based on an evaluation
of noise barriers constructed in 1992, the

average noise barrier is now costing the
Florida Department of Transportation
approximately $16.50 per square foot
installed. In a report issued January 1,
1993, Win Lindeman noted that the
increase from $15.00 per square foot in
1991 to $16.50 will be used in future cost
estimates until new data come in to support a change. For a copy of the report,
“Florida Noise Barrier Status Report”, contact me as noted in the previous item.
Approval Process Changed
The Florida Department of Transportation
announced December 22, 1992 that it will
modify the current New Product Approval
process for sound barrier walls. Jerry L.
Potter, State Structures Design Engineer,
noted in a communication to all District
Secretaries that, due to a proliferation of
barrier wall systems seeking approval in
Florida, the Structures Design Office would
prepare standard design criteria for groundsupported barriers that will have to be met
by all suitable alternatives.
While the criteria are being developed,
all companies seeking approval of their
product will have their application held
pending the completion of this process.
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The New Products Evaluation Engineer,
Alan Lafferty, will notify all applicants of
this change. For further information
regarding this change, contact the New
Products Evaluation section by writing to
them at FDOT, 605 Suwanee St., MS. 31,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450 or call them at
904 488-4756.
AASHTO Makes Changes to Noise
Barrier Design Specs
The American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) recently issued revisions to the
Bridge Guide and Manual Interim
Specifications - 1992. Within those revisions are many related to their Guide
Specifications for Structutal Design of
Sound Barriers, 1989. Some of the key
sections involved are: 1-2.1 .2 - Wind Load,
1-6.2 - Notation, 1-6.5.2 - Working Stress
Analysis, 1-6.5.3 - Reinforcement, 1-8.1 Foundation Design - General, 1-8.2 Spread Footings, 1-8.3 - Pile Foundation,
Appendix A - Seismic Loads, and Appendix
C - Foundations.
Contact AASHTO at 444 N. Capitol St.,
N.W., Suite 249, Washington D.C. 20001
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What’s an A1FO4?

_____
-_______

This month, I’ll discuss our
Al F04 committee - about
where it’s been and where
it’s going. First, an expla
nation of the TRB designationAlFO4:
_____
A - Technical Activities
1 - Planning & Administrative Group
Council
F - Environmental Section
04 - Transportation Noise
Al F04 started out in 1974 as a subcommittee, with a small group of highway
noise researchers who were responsible for
most of the work done in the 70’s to develop a methodology for predicting highway
traffic noise. Established as a full committee in 1975, the group held its first review
of federal research and workshop on noise
prediction in August/September of that
year. This was the predecessor to our
summer meetings. In addition to annual
meetings in Washington, D.C., summer
conferences were held in Connecticut in
1978, Minnesota in 1981, Boston in 1983
and in subsequent years in states all
around the country.
As part of the growth of the committee,
three subcommittees were established in

1979: Aircraft, Highway and Rail.
Currently, there are over 100 subcommittee members on the roster as well as a
large list of “friends”.
The committee activities include: acting as a clearinghouse and meeting place
for the exchange of information among
professionals in the field (as best exemplified by our summer meetings); presentation of the results of research and the subsequent publication of papers from our
Annual TRB (winter) meeting; and identifying research needs in our field of expertise (as was done in November 1991 at the
FHWA environmental research needs
conference).
To honor authors of valuable papers,
the committee has for the past 1 3 years,
awarded a peer judged “Best

Rudy Hen driks of
Caltrans Awarded
“Best Paper”

Transportation Noise Paper Award”.

Paul Benson Accepts Award for Rudy Hendriks

Through these activities, we hope to promote excellence in the field of transportation noise analysis, continually expand
the state of the art, and educate those
interested in this field.
Anyone who has an interest in committee membership should contact me at the
Bureau of Environmental Analysis, New
Jersey Department of Transportation,
Trenton, New Jersey.

The TRB Al F04 Committee’s “Best Paper
of the Year Award” was presented in
absentia to Rudy Hendriks at their Annual
Awards Dinner at the TRB Conference on
January 13, 1993. Rudy is Associate
Transportation Engineer, Noise and
Vibration Studies for Caltrans’ Division of
New Technology, Materials and Research
at Sacramento, California.
Rudy’s paper, presented at the TRB
A1FO4 Annual Meeting in

Technical superiority and demonstrated economy.
The Reinforced Earth Company is a leader in

preengineered construction systems fortransportation
and other civil engineering applications.

* Soundwalls
* Retaining Walls
* Bridge Abutments
* Geotechnical Fabrics

The Reinforced Earth Company
8614 Westwood Center Drive,Suite 1 ~00
Vienna, Virginia 22182
Tel 703 821-1175 Fax 703 448-6137

Write, fax or telephone for additional information on our Durisol Sound-Absorptive noise
barrier systems. Specifications are available on
request.
The Reinforced Earth Company, with offices in
26 countriesworldwide, is the exclusive manufacturer and distributor for DURISOL and FANWALL
NOISE BARRIERS in the United States.

reintorce~ewtr~
--
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Evaluation
1Performance
992, was oftitled
Acoustical
“Field
of
Parallel
Highway Noise
Barriers
Along Route 99 in
Sacramento, California”.
This 1 55-page report details
a field study of an existing
highway carrying normal
vehicular traffic before the
erection of a sound barrier,
after the barrier was in place,
and after a second, parallel
barrier had been erected.
The study was performed
by Caltrans’ Office of
Research, Corrosion, EnviroChemical, and Graphics.
The project manager was
Paul
Benson,
Senior
Materials and Research
Engineer, who accepted the
award for Rudy Hendriks,
who was unable to attend.
If you wish further information on the report, contact
Rudy Hendriks by plone at
916-739-2320. •

Announcing
an Open Competition...
To name the new FHWA noise prediction
program which will eventually replace the
present STAMINA/OPTIMA. This competition was initiated during a recent FHWAorganized meeting in Washington, D.C. to
discuss concepts for a new noise prediction

1.
Jil

ir~

~ 11

name was necessary to differentiate

between the old and new programs. The
TRB Al F04 Committee was selected to
sponsor the competition.
Can you come up with an acronym (8
characters maximum) for this new traffic
noise prediction and abatement program?
Entries must be submitted one per postcard, giving your name and address, the
acronym you propose and the words from
which it is derived. All are welcome to partici pate.

l~

“I’

methodology. It was decided that a new

Winner?

Winner?
Please send all entries to:
Bob Armstrong
Federal Highway Administration
HEP-41
400 Seventh St., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
Mailed entries must be received at
FHWA in Washington by Wednesday,
July 7, 1993

Absolute deadline for entries is
Monday, July 12, 1993 at the TRB
Al F04 Summer Meeting in Berkeley,
California. Entries will be judged by
the FHWA’s panel of experts and their
decision will be final. The winner will
receive a memento of appreciation in
recognition of his/her efforts.
(Not to mention the FAME!)
A
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The Won
Do your work faster and more
accurately with RTA’s proven acoustical software.
Environmental Noise Model
(ENM) is world-class. Now, the new
WINDOWS version is even more so.
Individually defined noise sources,
ground effects, topography, wind and

temperature gradients, and barriers are
all input on spreadsheets. Predictions

include contour maps and rank
ordering of noise sources.
Also available are dBbox for fast
computing in acoustics, including STC,
TL and tIC. And dBray for modeling acoustical paths in rooms. All
operate on IBM compatibles.

Be time- and value-conscious.
Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916

Gist Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 FAX -7739

IflSO.r.NOI~

.

With more than 50 years of proven performance in the manufacture of products for building construction and highway traffic
noise abatement, DURISOL has been established as a world

leader of quality construction systems at competitive prices. Our
clients are serviced from manufacturing plants in the 14 countries
listed at right.

Manufacturing licenses are available in selected geographic
locations. We cooperate in materials research, process

technologies, product and application development, design
and engineering, and international marketing and sales.

Phone, fax or write for full details.
World Headquarters

DURISOL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
95 Frid Street, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4M3, Canada
Tel. 416-521-0999 • Fax 416-521-8658
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Summaries of Professional Papers
Presented at the TRB Al F04 Summer Meeting at Milwaukee: July 21-24, 1991

-

Part Ill

This concludes the 3-part series of the
summaries of papers presented at the
1991 A 1 F04 Summer Meeting. See
Issues 3 and 4 for preceding papers.

Presented by: Robert Lee
Armstrong Laboratory
Area B, Building 441
Wright Patterson Air Force Base
OH 45433-65 73
(513) 255-3664
Summary: Air Force operations at airbases
frequently produce excessive noise environments affecting hundreds of square
miles and thousands of people. Adverse
community reactions include annoyance,
fear, sleep disruption, complaints, and
claims regarding effects on health. These
situations oftentimes lead to public hearings, litigation and Congressional
inquiries....all of which can lead in turn to
restrictions on operations. Such actions
threaten flying mission capabilities....to
acquire and control airspace, to bed-down

and deploy new weapons systems, to meet
training and operational readiness requirements. Numerous legislative and executive
actions, along with DoD and Air Force
directives and regulations, require that
these environmental issues be properly
addressed.

The NOISEMAP model forms the cornerstone of the

DoD

Air Installation

Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) program
that is used to address these airbase noise

concerns. Armstrong Laboratory research
in this area have led to the developments
of NOISEMAP 6.0 and BASEOPS 3.0.
NOISEMAP 6.0 is the microcomputer (286,

386 or 486) based version of the Air Force
NOISEMAP 5.0 program that previously
resided on the CDC mainframe computer.
It also now incorporates all the peripheral
programs and databases required to run
airbase noise analyses. This version incorporates the new lateral attenuation algorithm developed by the Noise Effects
Branch and also interfaces directly with the
new BASEOPS 3.0 programs which eliminate the need for the large paper database
required to describe aircraft flight and

Presented by: Mike Staiano
Staiano Engineering, Inc.
1923 Stanley Avenue
Rockville, MD 20851
(301) 468-1 074
Summary: In many sound measurement situations, a need arises to determine the
magnitude of a specific sound source while
persistent, although fluctuating, background sound exists due to other sound
sources. Usually, the specific source can
be tumed off, but no control for the background noise is possible. As a result, measurements can be obtained of the “total”
(consisting of the source and background
together) and of the background alone.
Some recently reported experiments found
that a sound level meter with statistical
analysis capability can provide the means
for obtaining useful estimates of source
emissions when comparable magnitude (or
even 10 dBA higher) background noise is
present. Those experiments showed that
the best results were obtained when the
signal and background noise sound levels
were of comparable magnitude, and when
the sounds were more variable. However,
the simple implementation of the procedure was limited by a relatively trivial
detail of instrumentation design.
Subsequent tests explore the extension of
these procedures to overcome the instrumentation limitations. This paper will present the results of the follow-on experiments.
“The dse ,~ a S un I Exp )Sure
Metrk foi II e 1)esign of Sound Insulation
in Homes Awund Commerdal Airporls
a ( ase Study”
Presented by: I ri~Stusub L
Wyle Laboratories
2001 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202-3 604
(703) 415-4550
Summary: This presentation will be a follow-on to the paper that I delivered at the

TRB Annual Meeting in January 1991.
(Summary not available).

runup operations.
BASEOPS provides the user with the
capability to input and visually verify aircraft ground tracks and altitude/power/airspeed profiles and obtain summary information prior to running the noise analysis.
These two programs will lead to major
improvements in the quality and timeliness

to multiple reflections between barriers that
flank a roadway - often called parallel-barrier reverberation. Several “traffic-image”
computer programs exist to predict parallelbarrier reverberation. Most of these programs are limited, however, to very simple

cross-sectional shapes. To overcome this

limitation, we developed a “ray-tracing”
computer program, RAYverb, that computes parallel-barrier reverberation for completely general cross sections. In this talk,
we will (I) review the parameters that affect
parallel-barrier reverberation, (2) describe
RAYverb, and (3) show some typical

results. RAYverb was developed for the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
during detailed barrier design along the
Mid-County Expressway (Blue Route)
around Philadelphia. It is presently coded

in the RSI language and will soon be converted to C.

Presented by: Chris Blaney
Environmental Office

Ontario Ministry of Transportation
2nd Floor, West Building
1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, Ontario, M3M 1J8, Can.
(416) 235-5268
Summary: This presentation describes a
project that incorporatesmajor modifications to the STAMINA 2.0 highway noise
predictionmodel. Two major problems with
the STAMINA program are its inability to
properly account for soft ground over variable terrain, and its limitation to computing
the shielding effects of only one barrier
inthe source-receiver path.
To more precisely define the effects of
soft ground propagation, the terrain is modelled with “ground lines”, and the model
above the ground to set an appropriate
alpha factor. The results are consistent with
Ontario’s ORNAMENT model for simple
geometries. The model also accounts for
the additive diffraction effects of multiple
barriers in the source-receiver path.
(See Papers next page)

in improved and stronger interface with
local zoning commissions, which in turn
will aid in protecting mission capability
from encroachment.
March 1993

cannot predict increases in noise level due

computes the average sound path height

of AICUZ planning efforts. This will result
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Presented by: Grant Anderson
Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc.
429 Marrett Road
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 863-1401
Summary: As is well known, STAMINA
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The absence of articles
from Virginia in the last
three issues of The Wall

Journal may have given
the impression to some
that (a) I had been fired or
(b) that VDOT’s noise
abatement program had been shut down.
I’m happy to say that neither is true. Both I
and the program are alive and kicking.
In regard to the noise abatement program, the 1-64 HOV barrier project in the
cities of Norfolk and Virginia Beach and
discussed in the first issue of The Journal is
underway. VDOT’s Sound Barrier Review
Committee is completing its review of a
barrier design which will utilize recycled
rubber tires and, barring any last-minute
complications, the design will be approved
and used on the 1-64 project.
We have reviewed Soren Pedersen’s article in Issue No. 5 of The Journal, and have
taken very seriously the concerns and also
similar ones expressed by others regarding
the use of recycled tires. However, this
design contains only 5% rubber, and
VDOT is confident that it will perform sat-

isfactonily. Note: The sound barriers on
this project will utilize rubber from more
than 100,000 automobile tires.
Another sound barrier project on 1-64 is
scheduled to be advertised in August. Two
sound-absorptive precast concrete barriers
totaling 131,000 square feet will be constructed in conjunction with the widening
of 1-64 in the city of Newport News. These
barriers are estimated to cost $2.1 million
for materials and installation and will provide noise protection to 134 of 143 impacted residences and a school recreational
area. As the widening of 1-64 continues to
move west toward Richmond, other sound
barriers are likely to be required.
Also in August, another 1-66 HOV project
in northern Virginia is scheduled to be
advertised. While no decisions have yet
been made, it appears that sound barrier
construction associated with the project
will cost from $1.8 million to $3.2 million
for materials and installation only. Unlike
its sister project discussed in my article in
Issue No. 2 of The Journal, this project is
classified as Type I, and only those barriers
meeting Virginia’s cost-effectiveness crite-

na are likely to be constructed,
VDOT will advertise in December the
Route 1 7/Warrenton Bypass project. A
four-lane divided facility will be constructed on new location and will include a
noise abatement package consisting of a
depressed roadway alignment, earthen
berms, and sound-absorptive precast concrete barriers. This abatement package will
provide noise protection to 151 of 161
impacted residential units and a school
playground. The barriers will total approximately 60,000 square feet and are estimated to cost just under $1 million for materials and installation.
In future issues of The Wall Journal, I will
discuss some of our completed projects in
detail, covering barrier types, specifications
and construction methods, including project photos. ~
(Cary Adkins is an Environmental Program
Planner for the Virginia Department of
Transportation and manager of VDOT’s
noise program. He may be contacted by
phone at 804 371-6765, or by fax at 804
786-7401.)

THERE’S NOTHING ROTTEN

WITH FENCE-CRETE®

Build it and forget it. It’s that
simple 1 Unlike wood, a lightweight Fence-Crete wail system
maintains its structural integrity for
lasting durability. As a precast
concrete wail systeIr~Fence-Crete
offers multiple colors and textures,
is fireproof, impervious to ultraviolet light rays and provides high
security. Our specially developed
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microsilica mix design, when
tested and compared to regular
precast concrete, passes ASTM C672 salt scaling test and results in:
negligible chloride
& water permeability
increased chemical resistance
increasedfreeze/thaw resistance
increased abrasion resistance
greater color consistency.

The superior durability and beauty
of Fence-Crete is only surpassed
by its economical price. Add value
to any construction project from
highway sound barrier installations and facilities beautification
projects to security access control.
Call for more information about a
maintenance-free Fence-Crete
systemtoday.

The Wall Journal

3515 Kings Highway,Downingtown, PA
19335, (215) 269-4685, (215) 873-8431 FAX
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CONCRETE PRODUCTS

Concrete Stains, from page 1
lower grade products to be used without
regard for durability, quality and performance.
From the solvent-based era, we have
learned that acrylic stain specifications
should include a series of basic criteria to
become completely functional for concrete
sound walls. These same criteria also
apply to water-based stains. A well-formulated water-based product should provide
the following functions: • Aesthetically
pleasing; • Early water resistance;
Protection for the concrete; • Weather
resistance; •Good adhesion to concrete;
• VOC Compliance.
Aesthetic Effect. The water-based stain
should enhance the beauty of the concrete
sound wall by coating uniformly without
showing different color tones due to varying porosity of the concrete. This ability in
a stain is controlled by manipulating the
rheology of the stain. When deciding
which thixotrope works best in a stain, we
must keep in mind that we want to minimize color float, eliminate settling and
maintain stable viscosity over time.
Organically modified clays, non-ionic urethane thicknesses and non-urethane associate thickeners accomplish this very well,
assuring good aesthetics.
Solid concentration and desired viscosity
of the stain are the two most important
built-in characteristics one must consider
when choosing the right thixotrope. For
example, simply because a certain thickener works well at high solids and low viscosity, the same thickener might show extreme
settlement at low solids and the same viscosity, hampering the aesthetic value of the
stain once applied.
It is of the utmost importance that the
water-based stain has enough hiding power
to cover concrete imperfections created
during manufacture. This is accomplished
by using high-solid water-based stains.
This becomes a critical function of the stain
in order to produce a uniform, aesthetically
pleasing concrete sound wall.
Early Water Resistance. This a unique
and valuable property found only in very
modern acrylic emulsions. Even though
the product is water borne to meet VOC
regulations, it must have the ability to resist
water after it has dried. This has obvious
importance if the product is being applied
and rain occurs with little or no warning.
Protection for Concrete Sound Wall. A
very important function of the water-based
acrylic stain is its ability to protect the concrete and steel rebar from the ingress of
damaging chemicals or agents such as
water and chloride ions. The damage to

rebar caused by unwanted chloride ion
ingress is a phenomenon understood and
well documented. The stain prevents this
ingress by its acrylic polymer content,
which acts as a barrier preventing chloride
ions from entering the concrete sound wall.
The same barrier protection mechanism
applies for water ingress. Preventing
ingress of these destructive agents results in
protection against rebar corrosion and concrete deterioration. The protective power
of a stain is gauged by its acrylic content.
Up to a limit, the higher the acrylic content, the more difficult it is for water and
chloride ions to penetrate into the concrete
substrate. Other factors such as polymer
types and application rates can also affect
the stain’s protective ability.
Weather Resistance. For obvious reasons, the appearance of the stained concrete panel must be kept and preserved,
thus maintaining the aesthetic improvement of the stained concrete. This is
accomplished by using acrylic polymers in
the stain which are weather resistant.
Thorough outdoor testing as well as accelerated weathering are key factors in producing a water-based stain that produces a
product with longevity.
Good Adhesion to Concrete. For obvi-

ous reasons, the stain must show tenacious
bond to the concrete substrate as it is produced by the precaster.
VOC Compliance. The trend worldwide
is for products of high performance coupled with environmental safety. VOC
compliance should never be a reason to
supply a technically inferior product to the
market. Advances in emulsion chemistry
and polymer science are making waterborne acrylic stains the choice for protecting and enhancing the appearance of concrete sound walls.
Conclusion. Volatile Organic Content
laws in the U.S. have started an awareness
of product performance in harmony with
environmental concerns. To meet the performance and VOC requirement demands
placed on water-based acrylic stains, it is
necessary to identify important parameters
which later must be clearly defined in a
specification to ensure that product performance matches expectations.
Water-based acrylic stains offer high performance when specifiers are aware of the
requirements necessary to assure that performance. With recent advances in polymer science, water-based acrylic stains are
becoming the performance choice of engineers and architects. U

%iJ1JP4/IJ~17I2A1i~Advancing the Standard

in the Mitigation of Highway Traffic Noise

FACT: The more traffic noise a soundwall absorbs, the less will be
reflected back into the environment....
Then, doesn’t common
sense tell you that
absorptive barriers are a
better solution to controlling highway traffic noise
than reflective walls?
Think about it....
State DOTs have installed
over 2,000,000 sq. ft.

World’s Tallest Sound-Absorptive Barrier
35’-high - Sierra Wall design

We’re looking for a few good precasters who are now making reflective
soundwalls, and who wish to advance the technology with us. With our
products and technical assistance, you can become a major supplier of
state-of-the-art sound barriers in your locale. SOUNDTRAP integrates
well with highway department soundwall designs. SOUNDTRAP is a
cement-based, moldable material which can be produced in a variety of
aesthetic textures and colors. SOUNDTRAP is highly absorptive; it
exceeds State highway specifications.

CONCRETE

SOLUTIONS,

INC.

3300 Bee Cave Road, Suite 650, Austin, Texas 78746
Tel: 512 327-8481
Fax: 512 327-5111
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Illustrated here are a few of the projects which
required the covering of the road in order to
achieve the desired noise abatement. For further detailed technical information, readers
may contact me by fax at 852 802-45 1 1, or by
mail at the address at the bottom of this coumn.

Project:
Ba rriv Wa 11cc it Ii ( ant ilevered 1 ra nspa n’nt
Panels. length: 186111. I lelgllt’ 1 0.7in.
Noise Source:
Vehnula 1 rallk md Rails-cay

Impacted Area:t
K( R( Stafi ( ,~ uatIers at
Noise Reduction:
6

21)

—

I ,li Pt 1 l<,i it

cIBA
Ravniond (1-l,\N

Principal Environmental Protection Officer
Hong Kong Government
Environmental Protection Department
Revenue Tower, 33/F
5 Gloucester Road
Wanchai, Hong Kong ~

TIMBAWALL

“State of theArt Aesthetics and Performance”
SYSTEMS - Reflective...Single and dualf ace
absorptive.. Retrofit absorptive.. .Patented
proprietary designs
Li PERFORMANCE - Exceeds all current NRC, STC,
and performance based specifications
Li MATERIALS - Naturally durable hardwoods...
Li

(for rea~)
California

-- A
municipal
judge in San Luis Obispo
resolved a neighborhood
noise dispute by ruling that
the three basset hounds
belonging to two of the residents may bark only once
an hour, and the dogs may

bark for no more than two
minutes at a time and must
remain silent from 8 p.m.

Pressure-treated softwoods...

Mineral wool based products
Li DESIGN - Universal post type compatibility.. Ease
of installation. Relocatable
Li AESTHETICS - Natural beauty and warmth of
timber.. .Contrast to traditional road construction
materials.. Color, texture am pattern
variety.. Transparent panels. - Clinging vegetation
Li DURABILITY - Superior service life. - Available
Class A fire-rating
Li SAFETY - Overpass cabling systems.. Emergency
access systems.. Built-in security lighting
Li INSTALLATION - Lightweight.. Unitized assembly
Li MAINTENANCE - No paints, stains or
graffiti-resistant coatings are required

Sound Bites~~~

until 8 a.m.

Li ENVIRONMENT - Environmentally friendly.. .Use of renewable and
recycled manterials. - Meets EPA standards
Li SAVINGS - Cost reductions in site design, system cost, installation
and maintenance
Li SERVICES - Complete design/fabrication capability

London -- A French inventor has come up with a
$150 dog collar that quiets
dogs by emitting a spray of
perfume whenever they
start barking.
About
40,000 French dog owners
have purchased the device,

which so confuses the dog
with scent that it stops yapping.

TIMBATECH LIMITED

a division of Cecco Trading Co.

5205 N. Ironwood Rd.. Milwaukee, WI 53217 U.S.A. (414) 332-8880 Fax (414) 332-8683
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As recently reported in The
Washington Post.

When beautifying and

Sound and Vibration

FOR RENT
OR LEASE
Instrumentation

p

~‘j”

To help you meet today’s capitalspending constraints, we will work with
you on whatever it takes — Rental, Lease
or Lease Purchase — to get you the
equipment you need.
From single instruments to complete systems, we offer Outdoor Noise
Monitors, SLMs, FFTs, Dosimeters,
RTAs, Tapping Machines, Reference
Sound Sources, DAT Recorders, Multiplexers, Human-BodyVibration Analyzers, Level Recorders, Microphones, Calibrators, and more.
Our rental and lease plans are flexible enough to meet your needs. Our
rates are reasonable. And you still get
ourexpert engineering assistance—even
paid on-site personnel are available.
Strike a deal with us. And get on
with your job.
Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 . FAX 7739

Sound absorptive highway noise barriers are becoming specified more and more. To significantly improve
the appearance and durability of these structures,
more specifiers are relying on Fosroc for:
~ Pigmented, VOC compliant acrylic stains to
provide an attractive, uniform color and
water repellent protection.
Specify Cementrate or Cementrate WB.
~ Graffiti resistant, pigmented coatings
protect soundwalls from vandalism.
Specify Graffitiguard.
~ Exposed aggregate retarders create uniform
etch reveals on soundwall. Preco retarders
are more economical, cleaner and less complicated than acid etching or sandblasting.
The Preco Precast Division offers enhanced technical support
to all ofour customers. Free on-site seminars are also available on concrete coating technology. We also offerassistance
in specification writing. Call or write today for moreinformation
on how we can helpyou on your nextproject.

The right chemistryfor
construction and mining

J

Preco Division
135

Dupont Street
Plainview, NY 11803
800-645-1237
Fax: 516-576-0802
BuRM,sri CASrROLCOMPANY

If Your Soundwalls Feel Like This To You,,...

You’d Better Look Into Mono Wall
If you are a buyer, engineer, installing contractor, or precaster, you can
profit from the new, patented MONOWALL design, because it eliminates
many traditional costs and offers a wide range of appearance options.
Each MONOWALL module integrates a post-and-panel, rotatable joint and
‘stackability’ to create straight-line, pier-supported walls as well as the
lower cost free-standing, undulating walls. Since the modules are identical
above grade, the two types can be joined to optimize costs on variable
width right-of-ways, or to circumvent obstacles, or to improve the appearance of very long walls.

PICKETT WALL SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
4028 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL 33019 (305) 927-1529
The Wall Journal
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Advanced Traffic Noise Modeling

An Intensive
Workshop-Oriented

Short Course
August 9-13, 1993 On the campus of Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
• Taught by Drs. William Bowiby & Roger Wayson, with Mr. Soren Pedersen, Ontario Ministry of Transportation. These
well-known and respected instructors have over 50 years combined experience in noise analysis and control at the Federal, state
and provincial levels, and in the private sector. Collectively, they have trained over a thousand people.
• Designed for consulting and government engineers and planners responsible for traffic noise analysis and noise barrier design
studies. An optional half-day Fundamentals of Traffic Noise session is available for newcomers to the field at a slight extra cost.
• Hands-on computer workshops with an actual project case study, plus lectures, discussions, group exercises, and a field visit to
the 1-440 traffic noise barriers, and a comprehensive class and reference notebook with key FHWA documents.
• Receive the best microcomputer software at no extra cost: Improved versions of FHWA’s STAMINA 2.0 and OPTIMA; ST2Edit (a great STAMINA screen forms editor); PLOTVU1 (STAMINA screen plotting); FHWA-MOD (a useful spreadsheet); and
HICNOM (FHWA Highway Construction Noise Model). Includes full technical support.
TOPICS IN THIS POPULAR AND HIGHLY PRAISED COURSE INCLUDE:
The Latest FHWA Noise Policy and Procedures
Parallel Barrier Analysis and Double Diffraction
Using the ST2-Edit STAMINA File Editor
Meteorological Considerations
FHWA STAMINA 2.0 and OPTIMA Programs
Predicting Stop-and-Go Traffic Noise
How to Model a Site and Present Results
Traffic Noise Barrier Examples
Case Study Modeling, Analysis and Barrier Design
Noise Barrier Design, Construction and Maintenance
SPECIAL OFFER: Course attendees earn a discount on TrafficNoiseCkD, the CAD-based STAMINA software for
AutoCAD and MicroStation (registered trademarks of Autodesk and Intergraph). Free evening demonstrations.

LIMITED ATTENDANCE, REGISTER NOW. THIS COURSE WILL SELL OUT. Cost:

$850.

Fundamentals session:

Bowlby & Associates, Inc., 2014 Broadway, Suite 210, Nashville, TN 37203. Phone:615/327-8130, Fax:615/327-8137

Subscriptions
Subscriptions to The Wall Journal are free of charge to
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officials, to government associations, and to universities,
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